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NOTE:

i. Councillors are requested to note that, if any Councillor who is not a Member of the Board 
wishes to speak at the Board meeting, then the Borough Solicitor is required to receive 
not less than 24 hours prior notice in writing or electronically and such notice shall 
indicate the agenda item or items on which the member wishes to speak. 

ii. Please note that mobile phones should be switched off or switched to silent for the duration 
of the meeting.

iii. This meeting may be filmed or otherwise recorded. By attending this meeting, you are 
consenting to any broadcast of your image and being recorded. 



Regulatory Board
24 February 2021

AGENDA

1.  APOLOGIES FOR NON-ATTENDANCE 

2.  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

All members are required to disclose at this point in the meeting or 
as soon as possible thereafter, any disclosable pecuniary interest or 
personal interest in any item(s) being considered at this meeting.

3.  MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 13 JANUARY 2021 

To follow 

4.  DEPUTATIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.4 

(NOTE: The Board is required to receive a deputation(s) on a matter 
which is before the meeting of the Board provided that notice of the 
intended deputation and its object shall have been received by the 
Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on Monday 22nd February 2021. The 
total time for deputations in favour and against a proposal shall not 
exceed 10 minutes)

5.  PUBLIC QUESTIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.5 

(NOTE: The Board is required to allow a total of 15 minutes for 
questions from Members of the public on matters within the terms of 
reference of the Board provided that notice of such Question(s) shall 
have been submitted to the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on Monday 
22nd February 2021)

6.  REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

Schedule of planning applications with recommendations. Grey 
sheets 1-5/1

7.  ANY OTHER ITEMS 
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A MEETING OF THE REGULATORY BOARD
WAS HELD ON 13 JANUARY 2021

Councillors Bateman, Carter, Casey, Earle, Farr, Foster-Reed, Hammond, Herridge, Hook 
(Substituting for Mrs Batty), Mrs Hook, Mrs Jones, Miss Kelly, Murphy, Scard and Westerby

33. APOLOGIES FOR NON-ATTENDANCE 

An apology for  non attendance was received from Councillor Batty.

34. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Councillor Herridge declared a personal interest in agenda item 1, remained in the room but 
took no part in the discussion or voting. 

Councilor Earle declared a personal interest in agenda item 4, remained in the room and 
took no part in the discussion or voting. 

Councillor Bateman advised that he was the Council’s representative on the Coastal 
Partnership but that it would not affect his judgement of the application. 

Councillor Kelly advised that her relatives lived opposite the site of item 1, but would remain 
in the room and take park in the discussion and voting. 

35. MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 2 DECEMBER 2020 

RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held on 2 December 2020 be signed as a 
true and correct record, subject to the minor amendment identified. 

36. DEPUTATIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.4 

Deputations were received on item 3 and 4 of the grey pages. 

37. PUBLIC QUESTIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.5 

There were none. 

38. REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

Public Document Pack Agenda Item 3
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20/00262/FULL - CONVERSION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS TO FORM 10NO. HOUSES 
AND 8NO. FLATS WITH ASSOCIATED PARKING, REFUSE STORAGE AND 
LANDSCAPING (as amended by plans received 21.08.2020)
113 Whitworth Road Gosport Hampshire PO12 3NL

A Member sought clarification from the Borough Solicitor and Monitoring Officer whether 
the rules had recently changed in that if a Member had acknowledged prior to the meeting 
whether or not they were in favour or against the proposed, they should declare and 
interest in the item and not take part for their own safety. The Borough Solicitor and 
Monitoring Officer confirmed he was not aware of any change in the rules whereby if a 
Member had predetermined the matter or it could be strongly suggested that they had 
predetermined it would cause a problem with the safety of any decision the Board made. 

A Member suggested that a in a recent leaflet to drop to local residents it clearly stated that 
Cllr Herridge had detailed his position on the matter, and that previously Councillors had 
been taken to the Local Government Ombudsman and found to have predetermined the 
matter, even though it was a representation of residents feelings on the matter. 

Councillor Herridge declared an interest and took no part in the discussion or voting 
thereon. 

A Member asked for further information about the way in which the existing building would 
be utilised in the conversion and was advised that the northern building that backed on to 
Lavinia Road would be retained and converted into dwelling houses. The Board was 
advised that they would be reclad and reroofed in a suitable material. 

The buildings on Whitworth Close would be retained as would other buildings on the site. In 
addition the building on the corner of Whitworth Road and Close would be retained as part 
of the conversion. 

A Member questioned the poor provision of cycle provision, and suggested that this could 
be added as a reason for refusal, if the application was refused as it failed to promote the 
use of alternative transport use to private cars, and would therefore fail under policy LP23.

The Board was advised by the Planning Officer that whilst the quantum of cycle parking 
provision on site was below that required by the parking SPD, Officer’s considered there to 
be enough room to provide it on site.  Therefore, if other matters had not led to the 
recommendation for refusal, a condition could be imposed to ensure cycle parking 
standards were met as this would not be a robust enough reason to refuse the application 
alone. 

Members felt the application was trying to shoehorn a development in, and that the parking 
provision was poor, undersize and would add to already existing parking problems in the 
area. 

The Board commented that the parking provision was particularly difficult already, with a 
school in close proximity and felt that the proposal was overdeveloped and that it was a 
greedy application and that the developer should acknowledge that car sizes have 
increased and reflect this in the parking space sizing.
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A Member proposed that in addition to the existing reasons for the application to be refused 
that an additional reason for refusal be added to in that ‘the proposal fails to demonstrate 
that adequate cycle parking could be provided and as such fails to promote use of 
alternative modes of transport to the private car contrary to Policy LP23 of the local plan 
and the adopted parking SPD.’

Members acknowledged that whilst the proposal was a good use of the brownfield site, it 
was felt the developers had got greedy in their approach. Members felt that the previous 
use as a shop had led to a busy road on top of the school traffic. In addition, vans from 
neighbouring businesses were often parked close to the site.

Members expressed disappointment as it was recognised the site needed redevelopment 
but that the application sought to overdevelop the area. They hoped a more suitable 
application would come forward. 

The Development Manager advised that the position on cycling had been explained to the 
Board, however, if Members felt the site did not provide suitable provision for parking the 
additional proposed reason for refusal could be added should Members wish. 

The proposal was seconded and a vote taken on the proposed amendment, this was 
subsequently carried.

RESOLVED: That application 20/00262/FULL be refused for the reasons detailed in the 
report of the Development Manager and the additional reason as agreed. 

20/00429/FULL - FLOOD AND COASTAL EROSION RISK MANAGEMENT SCHEME 
COMPRISING - A NEW SETBACK L-SHAPED FLOOD WALL, MAINTENANCE 
REPAIRS TO THE EXISTING SEA WALL, ROAD RAISING, INSTALLATION OF A 
REMOVABLE FLOOD GATE (STOP LOGS), ASSOCIATED DRAINAGE AND 
LANDSCAPING, PLUS ECOLOGICAL ENHANCEMENTS IN THE FORM OF BEE 
BRICKS, VERTIPOOLS AND NATIVE PLANTING (as amplified by e-mail dated 
14.12.20)

Members recognised that there were no residents involved with the proposal. Members felt 
the design was appropriate and acceptable and felt it would add to the environmental 
improvement of the area. 

Members  commented on the need for flood defences at Parham and Ferrol Roads as 
houses there were at risk at spring tide. 

RESOLVED: That application 20/00429/FULL be approved, subject to the conditions in the 
report of the Development Manager.

20/00037/FULL - RETENTION OF AND FURTHER WORKS FOR ERECTION OF 
DETACHED GARAGE
93 Wych Lane  Gosport  Hampshire  PO13 0TA    

A deputation from Mr and Mrs Sharp was read to the Board by the Borough Solicitor and 
Monitoring Officer as follows:
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1.The Building 
POLICY LP10: DESIGN section 1a of Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 states that – 
“planning permission will be refused for development of poor design that fails to 
take the opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area 
and the way it functions”. 
As this is the primary and, arguably the most important, part of this policy it is surely self-
evident that this must be seen to be adhered to prior to the granting of permission to 
proceed. 
We are, however, at a loss to understand how transitioning from what was once a lovely 
and well tended garden, with a beautifully manicured lawn maintained by the previous 
occupants for over forty years, as in photograph 1 to something akin to a parking lot found 
outside of a unit on an industrial estate, as in photograph 2, could be described as 
“improving the character and quality of an area”. This horrendous new building, and the 
associated type and quantity of vehicles parked close by it (many of a commercial nature), 
together with all the detritus abandoned around it, can in no way be said to be an 
improvement to this area of Wych Lane but is in fact just the opposite, a degradation of the 
area. 

Furthermore, in the Council’s EXPLANATION OF POLICY LP10 Overall approach (Point 1 
of policy LP10) Section 8.12 it states that - “The National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF) is very clear that poor design which fails to improve the character and quality 
of an area should be refused. It is important that new development promotes 
character in the townscape and landscape by responding to and reinforcing locally 
distinctive patterns of development, landscape and culture”. This demonstrates that 
Local Policy is allied to National Policy within the Borough of Gosport as regards improving 
the character and quality of an area. 
Concerning “locally distinctive patterns of development”, each of the houses in this section 
on this side of Wych Lane (93 to 111) were constructed over 50 years ago. All have been 
laid out in a similar format, and although 93 & 95 are detached, whilst the others are semi-
detached, each of the houses had a garage to the rear of the property and the front 
gardens were kept free of any outbuildings, something which has continued in the many 
years these houses have existed. We are of the opinion that the front gardens should 
remain free of all outbuildings in order to maintain the character of this area. To permit this 
building in the front garden could set a dangerous precedent for this area. 
With regard to the style of these houses, all were built as dormer bungalows with exterior 
brick walls under a tiled roof. This style has been maintained as extensions to individual 
properties were added or buildings refurbished. Indeed this was insisted on by the Council 
under the Town and Country planning Act of 1990, when our own garage was built and our 
kitchen extended. Additional conditions, right down to using a matching pattern of brick, 
were also specified by the Council, under Policies BE1 and BE3 of the Gosport Borough 
Local Plan in place at that time. These were “to ensure satisfactory visual relationship of the 
new development to the existing” (from letter written by Head of Development Control at 
Gosport Borough Council dated 24th August 2001). We are surprised that such conditions 
now appear to not be required for a new building such as this. 
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This proposed building has proceeded to a second iteration after the first was demolished 
when partially complete. In the application it was to be constructed of concrete blocks with a 
sand and cement pebble dash finish. It is now proposed to be finished clad in timber and 
painted silver, with the house then being clad and painted similarly. Apart from the fact this 
is a similar approach to “tail wagging dog” it would appear to go against historical planning 
decisions and completely alter, for the worse, the appearance of this section of Wych Lane. 
We would dispute the statement in the report that it “would not be at odds with the 
prevailing character of this part of the Borough”. 
Policy LP10 does not just require that there is no negative impact on the character of an 
area, nor merely for the status quo to be maintained, but actually requires that new 
developments must be “improving the character and quality of an area”. It is interesting to 
note in the report the statement that “the main considerations are the appropriateness of 
the design of the proposal and its impact on the amenities of the occupiers of adjacent 
properties”, there is no mention of the need to actually improve the character and quality of 
the area. 
As both recommendations in the report are to grant permission for the construction to 
proceed whilst requiring compliance with Policy LP10, perhaps the author, or the signatory, 
of the report could explain to the board how they interpret these works as meeting the need 
for such an improvement. 

2. Proposed future use 

Section 4 of the Application states that the building is to be used as “somewhere to store 
tools”. 
The report prepared for this board identifies that there is already an attached garage on the 
eastern elevation at this residence. As next door neighbours we have yet to see this garage 
opened and used for keeping a car. Surely this garage should be large enough to 
accommodate the amount of tools to be used for residential and/or recreational purposes. 
For merely the storage of tools we can think of no reason why the proposed building, with a 
further 61 (3.7W x 6.6L x 2.5H from the report) cubic metres of space, would be required. 
In their response to public comment, section 5 d), the applicant states that “There are no 
sockets or perminant (sic) power to the garage”. Yet external security lighting and cameras 
have been fitted and can be seen on photograph 2 above. Furthermore internal lighting has 
been seen through the side door at night and is probably also necessary during the day as 
there are no windows or skylights to admit natural light. The sound of power tools being 
used has also been heard but these may not have been electrically powered. The question 
therefore arises as to how electric power to the garage is provided. As there is to be no 
permanent power to the garage it follows it must be a temporary supply. We find it strange 
that such a large building can be powered by temporary means. It follows therefore that for 
the health and safety of people on the site, both residents and visitors, this supply should 
be checked by qualified personnel to ensure that it meets the necessary conditions of the 
latest edition of the IEEE Wiring Regulations and a certificate issued guaranteeing such 
compliance. Whilst it is not the responsibility of this board to ensure this takes place 
someone in the council surely needs to ensure the correct dept. is informed of this need. 
Should permission to build this garage be given we would ask that it be subject to a further 
condition in that “it, or it’s contents, will not be used on the property for any commercial use 
whatsoever in the future”. 

3. Documentation 
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Perusal of the original planning application, the applicant’s response to public comment and 
the report by the Planning Dept., raises several questions regarding the scrutiny applied by 
those involved in this application regarding errors and/or omissions. Several issues come to 
light when these documents are studied in anything but cursory detail. Namely: 
1. Who is the applicant? Section 2 of the application and the report names a Mr. Sam 
Coleborn, yet section 12 of the application names Mr. Alexander Patience with the box 
marked for Person Role as “The Applicant”. 
2. In Section 6 of the application it is stated that no trees, either on the property or adjacent 
properties, are within falling distance of the building. However, in photograph 2 above a 
mature tree can clearly be seen towering over it. It is somewhat surprising that this was not 
identified by the person from the Planning Dept. during a site visit. 
3. In Section 9 of the application regarding Site Visits it is indicated that another person 
should be contacted when necessary but the boxes in which details of this person are to be 
entered have been left blank. 
4. In the applicant’s response to public comment it states in 3 a) that “Footings were started 
beginning of July 2019”. However in the planning application when asked to enter a date 
when the development or work was started the date of 5th October 2019 has been given. 
We believe July 2019 to be the correct date and that the date given in the application is 
incorrect. 
5. In the same section it states the footings had been completed and inspected, yet no 
record of this inspection can be found on the council website under this application. 
6. In the applicant’s response to public comment it states in 3 b) that all litter is enclosed 
within the property boundaries. As can be seen in photograph 2 above this is clearly 
correct. But it is the type of litter which we believe could give rise to vermin. 
7. In the applicant’s response to public comment it states in 3 c) the residence/neighbours 
(sic) of the properties that would be facing the garage were approached and made aware of 
the construction of the garage prior to any block work starting. No such approach was ever 
made to the ourselves, occupants of no. 95. 
8. The Regulatory Report states that the property is on the eastern side of Wych Lane, that 
the garage vehicle door is on the eastern side of the property and that there is an attached 
garage on the eastern side of the property. As two of these aspects are at right angles to 
the third this is clearly an incorrect statement. 

Highlighting some of these points within the documentation may seem somewhat pedantic 
but it is the sheer number of them and the fact that some are in excess of twelve months 
old and have not been identified and corrected, nor even a recorded comment made on the 
council website for this application. 

4. Summary 

a. The building does not improve the characteristics of the local area, in fact quite the 
reverse. 

b. It is somewhat large, given that a garage already exists on site, and has a stated 
future use of tool storage. 

c. The associated documentation contains many errors and omissions on both the 
part of the applicant and the involved council employees. 

We would therefore ask that this application be refused and the building duly demolished. 
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The Borough solicitor and Monitoring Officer read a deputation from the applicant Mr 
Coleborn 

Reference the garage construction firstly I would like to apologies because there was a lot 
of confusion regarding planning etc when I initially spoke to someone it was building 
regulations there for didn’t think it needed planning permission 
The garage is purely just a garage and it is behind fencing from the main road 
To keep in touch with surroundings the planning technicians have advised that a cladding 
cover on external walls would be more efficient 
There aren’t any vermin nor will there be and also the garden is still currently under works 
The area doesn’t flood and I don’t believe this has any impact on anyone near by as its in 
the front garden surrounded by fencing, Also down whych lane there are similar property’s 
with similar garages 
The garage will be used for storage of items and tools etc due to there not being any where 
else to store 
Thank you for all your time 
Happy new year

A Member questioned whether that in relation to the belief that the proposal would be used 
for commercial use, could a recommendation be attached to the recommendation 
controlling this. They also questioned whether the condition on the cladding colour and type 
was enforceable permanently

In answer to a Member’s question, the Board was advised the application was for an 
outbuilding to a residential property and as such, any potential commercial use of the 
building that was worthy of requiring its own planning permission, would require such 
planning permission to be  applied for. It was however possible for anyone who worked 
away from home to secure tools and other such work materials securely within their home. 

It was advised that if a commercial use was desired that required planning permission that 
wasn’t sought, enforcement action could  be taken if such permission was not in place. 

The Board was advised that with regard to the surface colour of the cladding, it would be 
somewhat onerous to impose a permanent colour. However, it was recognised that there 
was a potential to condition the maintenance of the colour, or that written permission 
needed to be sought from the Planning Authority should there wish to be any deviation from 
the initial colour 

The Development Manager advised that there had been an additional letter of 
representation, objecting to the proposal, which had stated the site was an eyesore and 
looked like a building site and raise concerns about multiple vehicles on the site. 

The Board was advised that the front of the site was such in size that it accommodated a 
number vehicles far in excess of what was required under the parking standards SPD and 
that the Planning Authority had no control over the number of ancillary vehicles kept at a 
residential property, where they were used or belonged to residents. The additional issues 
raised had already been addressed. 
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The Board were advised that there was no breach of planning control in parking a work 
vehicle at the property overnight. 

In answer to a Member’s question, the Board was advised that the matter of covenants was 
not a matter for the Regulatory Board or a material planning consideration, and that there 
was no information either way on this property. 

A Member advised that the neighbour was concerned that the vehicles on site were 
business vehicles and that and that the proposal was for business storage and that as a 
result there was concern that there would be noisy loading and unloading morning and 
night. 

Further clarification was sought as to whether this was acceptable or whether it was a grey 
area. The Development Manager advised that a limited degree of homeworking was 
permitted and wouldn’t require a change of use application and that any concern over 
commercial use would be considered on a case by case basis. It was acknowledged that 
the current situation had led to many people working from home. It was reiterated that the 
presence of commercial vehicles onsite overnight wouldn’t necessarily be a change of use 
and require planning permission, however if an outbuilding was being used for commercial 
storage, comings and goings, that it may require a change of use application, and may 
require planning permission. 

The Development Manager advised that there had been no indication of the proposal being 
used commercially, or that it was planned to be, however, if it subsequently was, it could be 
looked at under enforcement powers for as a potential breach of planning control.

Members were advised that planning permission was being sought for a domestic out 
building and if permission was granted it could be used for domestic storage and use and 
potentially limited commercial storage, but not anything that would generate a level of 
activity beyond what you could reasonably  associate with a domestic dwelling. 

A Member felt the proposal was behind a tall, enclosed fence and was sheltered from view 
and were satisfied with the response for residential use, with enforcement action possible if 
it went beyond personal use. 

It was proposed that the development be clad and finish in timber copse, with the condition 
that it remain. 

Members felt it did not pass LP10 and the size of the proposal in the front garden was too 
large and it should not be there. A Member questioned the presence of the nearby duck 
pond and whether this would present issues with drainage or flooding. 

Members had reservations as to what the property would be used for, as there was already 
a garage onsite and that vehicles present led them to believe it was a development 
company. Whilst accepting that from the north it was screened, when travelling north it was 
out of keeping. There was smaller garages, more in keeping, but none of this size. It was 
felt the application was not in keeping with LP10 which stated that poor design that fails to 
improve the character of the area should be refused and that this was clearly the case and 
could not see how it improved the character of the area. 

A Councillor proposed that the application be refused. 
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A Member questioned whether the first garage had planning permission and if so, would the 
addition of a second actually make much of a difference to the existing streetscene. 

A vote was taken on the amendment to further condition the cladding and this was carried. 

In answer to a Members question the Board was advised that the application could be 
refused by taking a vote on the proposed recommendation as amended and that if the 
numbers dictated that the recommendation wasn’t carried a vote be taken on the refusal. 

It was clarified that at this point in the debate the proposal for consideration was the 
approval of the application as amended. If there was a proposal for refusal there would 
need to be a seconder and a discussion would need to be held on the harm it would cause 
it would cause and reiterated at this stage the proposal was for an approval with an 
amended recommendation. 

The proposal to refuse the application was seconded. 

A Member felt that if the proposal to approve with amended recommendation was voted 
down, the application would not be approved. The proposal to refuse the application was 
withdrawn. 

It was clarified that the vote would take place and if the application was not approved, then 
a discussion would take place on reasons for refusal. 

A vote was taken on the amended application and was carried 9 votes to 6

RESOLVED: That application 20/00037/FULL be approved subject to the conditions in the 
report of the Development Manager as amended by the Board. 

20/00385/FULL - ERECTION OF HIP TO GABLE EXTENSION AND ERECTION OF 
DORMER EXTENSIONS ON THE FRONT AND REAR ROOF SLOPES (RESUBMISSION 
OF 20/00001/FULL)
13 Park Close  Gosport  Hampshire  PO12 3EA    

Consideration was given to planning application 20/00385/FULL 

The Borough Solicitor and Monitoring Officers read out a deputation from the applicant Mr 
Norman. 
We are seeking approval for the loft extension plans in order to provide a 4th bedroom to 
the property along with a bathroom. 
The reason for wanting to complete a loft extension is because the current 3rd bedroom is 
too small for practical living. 

The addition of the loft extension will mean that our teenage daughter can move in to 
Bedroom 1 allowing us to use the loft extension bedroom. 

The 3rd bedroom will have to be made even smaller in order to facilitate the stairway. 
The addition of a bathroom will also add more practical living space as the property 
currently only has a shower room and 1 toilet shared between 3 adults and 1 teenager. 
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Our understanding is that planning permission is not required for the hip to gable extension 
and rear dormer extension and it is the proposal for the front dormer that requires approval. 
We had previously submitted plans under reference 20/00001/FULL where the proposed 
dormer size was rejected but with a suggestion for the front dormer to be reduced in size 
matching the Bay. Due to coronavirus and the uncertainty on employment/income we 
delayed our plans and then subsequently missed the cut off time to appeal this decision, 
which is why the original plans were submitted again under this reference (20/00385/FULL) 
We will be the first property in Park Close to complete a loft extension, however, having 
spoken to our neighbours (who have no objections to the plans) if we were to receive 
approval, others would follow us in extending their lofts. 

The adjoining roads Virginia Park Road, Hill Park Road and the parallel road Grange 
Crescent are all properties of the same age and style as Park Close. There are many 
properties down all 3 roads that have completed loft extensions incorporating both Front 
and Rear Dormers that are similar to our plans. 

The view that if approved, our plans would be unsympathetic to the wider street scene we 
dispute, given how Park Close sits with Virginia Park Road and Hill Park Road as a one 
way system and that both adjoining roads properties with front dormers, our property would 
match the wider street scene. Using peripheral vision from our property you can see 
properties in Hill Park Road, Virginia Road and the rear of properties in Grange Crescent 
that all have dormers extensions. So our plans would be in keeping with other properties in 
the vicinity of ours. 

Following The Prime Ministers encouragement for the nation to ‘build, build build’ last 
summer it was my understanding that the reforms to the planning system would mean that 
our loft extension plans would be approved via a fast track approval process, subject to 
neighbour consultation of which there was only 1 objection regarding us being able to view 
garden space in either Hill Park Road or Virginia Park Road (which we already can see 
from Bedroom 1 and Bedroom 3). 

In light of all of the above, please overturn the current rejection decision and allow us to 
have the living space our family needs.

In answer to a Member’s question, it was clarified that the plans were identical to those 
previously refused. 

In answer to a Member’s question, clarification was sought as to the requirement for 
additional car parking space, and whether the existing demand was met on site and the 
additional burden the application could present. The Planning Officer clarified, that the rear 
former and hip gable extension could be completed under permitted development, not 
requiring a formal planning application. This could be conducted without needing the front 
dormer, and this was a realistic fall back, without formal planning permission or meeting the 
requirements of the SPD for parking. Therefore it was not reasonable to enforce the SPD 
for parking as in theory the level of increase could be undertaken without planning 
permission. 
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It was clarified that the previous refusal was because the scale and size of the front dormer 
and offered advice on a smaller more acceptable dormer. No amended plans were 
submitted so the application was refused. The application for consideration was the same, 
without consideration of a smaller dormer by the applicant, Members felt therefore the 
application should be refused. 

RESOLVED: That application 20/00385/FULL be refused.  

39. ANY OTHER ITEMS 

Members were advised that following the deferral of the Dorrien Road application at the last 
meeting, the escalation of the pandemic had meant that a site visit in person cannot carried 
out at the current time. 

It was confirmed that the proposal was now for the Planning Officer to attend the application 
site and the neighbouring property and provide a live stream for elected Members to view. 

Members were advised of an update on the planning application at Welbourne. The Council 
had been reconsulted on the application as there was an amendment to the proposal for 
Junction 10 as an all direction junction. The applicant was now requesting an additional 
£20million as a result of lost funding and the knock on would be viability of affordable 
housing and as a result may need to be reduced on a phase bases, in that they may be 
more viable in later phases. 

The Council intends to reaffirm support to Fareham, but reiterate concern that the density in 
places was low, and that it was recommended this increase where it was possible. The 
Development Manager requested permission to respond to this effect under delegated 
powers. 

It was an application for Fareham Borough Council to consider and was previously 
approved subject to a legal agreement, this needed to be revisited as a result of the 
significant changed  

There was no proposal to reduce the numbers of properties, but the level of affordable. 
Members recognised the improvements to Junctions 10 would benefit residents of Gosport. 

Members were advised that appeal decisions had been received for sites in Lee-on-the- 
Solent, both of which were dismissed. These were off the High Street and in Marine Parade 
East. 
 

CHAIRMAN

Concluded at 8.01 pm
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GOSPORT BOROUGH COUNCIL – REGULATORY BOARD 

24th February 2021

ITEMS WITH RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Copies of drawings and other supporting documents accompanying the planning applications 
referred to in this schedule are available to view online using Public Access 
(https://publicaccess.gosport.gov.uk/online-applications/) by searching using the relevant 
application number.

2. The number of objections and representations indicated in the schedule are correct at the time 
the recommendations were formulated.  Should any representations be made after this date, 
these will be notified to the Regulatory Board during the officer presentation.

3. Copies of all representations received from the public are available for inspection by Members 
in the same way as drawings and other supporting documents are available, referred to in Note 
1 above.

4. An index of planning applications within this schedule can be found overleaf, together with a 
summary of each recommendation.

Agenda Item 6

https://publicaccess.gosport.gov.uk/online-applications/
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INDEX

Item Page 
No

Appl. No. Address Recommendation

01. 3-5 20/00343/FULL 27 Dorrien Road  Gosport  
Hampshire  PO12 4RA    

Grant Permission
subject to Conditions
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ITEM NUMBER: 01.
APPLICATION NUMBER: 20/00343/FULL
APPLICANT: J French  
DATE REGISTERED: 12.10.2020

RETENTION OF INFILL PANEL AND DOOR TO SIDE AND INCREASE IN HEIGHT OF 
BOUNDARY WALL TO 2.15M HIGH WITHIN REAR GARDEN
27 Dorrien Road  Gosport  Hampshire  PO12 4RA    

The Site and the proposal

1. This application was considered by the Regulatory Board on 2nd December 2020 when Members 
resolved to defer it to enable a site visit to take place prior to a future meeting of the Board.

2. The application site contains a two storey detached dwelling located at the junction of Dorrien 
Road and Fieldmore Road. The property has a white render finish under a tiled pitched roof. The 
site is approximately 35 metres long and approximately 12 metres wide, with a low brick wall to the 
front. The rear garden is enclosed by a 1.6 metre high brick wall bounding Fieldmore Road and a 
1.8 high breeze block wall on the common boundary with 25 Dorrien Road. 

3. The proposal is for the retention of a 3 metre high timber infill panel, with a door, set back 
approximately 12.5 metres from the highway between 27 and 25 Dorrien Road that is site level with 
the rear elevation of number 27. The application also seeks planning permission to increase the 
height of the boundary wall between 25 and 27 Dorrien Road to approximately 2.15 metres.

Relevant Planning History

Nil

Relevant Policies

Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011 – 2029:
LP10  Design
Gosport Borough Council Design Guidance:  Supplementary Planning Document:  February 
2014

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), February 2019

Consultations
 
 Nil

Response to Public Advertisement

1 letter of objection.
Issues raised:
- infill panel visible from the highway
- plan shows incorrect boundary
- safety concern over existing flue vent
- wall out of keeping eyesore
- reduced light to ground floor bathroom windows

Principal Issues

1. Issues of ownership and rights of access over the area are private legal matters between the 
interested parties. The applicant has confirmed ownership of the application site. Similarly safety 
concerns over existing vent pipes are not a material planning consideration and would be more 
appropriately addressed by a suitably qualified gas safe engineer. The main issues to be considered 
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are, therefore, the appropriateness of the design of the proposal, its impact on the appearance of 
the locality and on the amenities of the occupiers of adjacent properties.

2. The infill panel is set back over 12 metres from the highway and is only visible through a 1.5 metre 
wide gap between the properties. As such it does not have a harmful impact on the streetscene and 
does not conflict with Policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

3. The siting of the infill panel between the two dwellings is such that it does not harm the amenities 
of the occupiers of adjacent properties and complies with Policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local 
Plan 2011-2029 in this regard.

4. The appearance of the wall is not dissimilar in height or appearance to other boundary treatments 
in the locality, with the existing blockwork finish being commonly used for garden walls and ancillary 
outbuildings. In design terms this element of the proposal is considered acceptable and would 
comply with Policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

5. The wall is situated on the boundary of 25 and 27 Dorrien Road, with the proposed increase in 
height being only 15 cm higher than could be built as permitted development. The ground floor 
windows adjacent to the wall at 25 Dorrien Road are obscure glazed and serve a bathroom. As such 
the proposed increase in height of the wall would not unacceptably impact on the amenities of the 
occupiers of neighbouring property. This element of the proposal is therefore considered acceptable 
in amenity terms and complies with Policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.

Equalities Impact Assessment: No Implications

RECOMMENDATION:  Grant Permission

Subject to the following condition(s):-

 1.  The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following approved 
plan including materials as listed on the approved plan:
Block plan
Site plan
Proposed north elevation
West elevation
Reason - To ensure that the development is completed satisfactorily in all respects and to comply 
with Policy LP10 of the Gosport Borough Local Plan 2011-2029.
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